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CASES ARE PEOPLE: AN INTERPRETATION OF THE
PENNSYLVANIA FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE LAW
By ELLIOT M. SHIRK *
PEOPLE with special problems because of their race, religion, age or na-
tional origin are the business of the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Prac-
tice Commission. When people encounter difficulties of this nature, they
become cases which the Fair Employment Practice Commission has a respon-
sibility to do something about.
People as cases, have a different significance for doctors than they do
for lawyers and a different significance for social workers than they do for
psychiatrists. People also have a special significance for workers in the hu-
man relations profession of which the Fair Employment Practice Commission
is a part.
The problems of our society, in fact, have become so complex that it has
been necessary to add a new dimension and to devise methods of measure-
ment to deal with this new dimension. It has not been enough to depend
upon doctors, lawyers, teachers, social workers, psychiatrists and preachers
to provide adequate services to those people who face peculiar problems be-
cause of their race, religion, age or national origin. Some distinctive ability
had to be exerted in behalf of these people. Just as the professions men-
tioned must pursue a course appropriate to the job to be done, it has been
found imperative to give specialized therapy to the disease of discrimination.
The ability to meet all the needs which people have is not within the com-
petence of any one technician, however great his skill. It takes a multiplicity
of skills to provide for the requirements of men and women and children
in our country. This article is intended to deal with the distinctive services
which the Fair Employment Practice Commission undertakes to perform be-
cause of this situation.
It is true that by virtue of its origin in legislative enactment, the Fair
Employment Practice Commission does answer to certain legal stipulations.
In that sense there is a kinship between the legal profession and the Fair
Employment Practice Commission. However, the 'relationship is grossly mis-
understood and exaggerated. At the onset of the Fair Employment Practice
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Commission program, many assumed that the agency would be a network of
attorneys situated throughout Pennsylvania and that these attorneys would
conduct litigation proceedings to obtain redress of grievances for persons
charging that their civil rights had been violated. No disparagement of the
legal profession is intended when I say that this was not and could not be
the primary way to discharge FEPC responsibility effectively.
There is one attorney on the FEPC staff, at the present time, acting in
the capacity of general counsel to provide interpretations of law and to advise
on the promulgation and execution of basic regulations by which the operation
can be guided and kept consistent with all provisions of law. Otherwise, the
FEPC staff is made up of a number of specialists who proceed on the basis
of legal proscription, of course, but reach far beyond by means of programs
unique to the human relations field of endeavor. This is not intended to de-
tract from the indispensability of the legal process to the FEPC operation.
It is intended to mean that the legal process is one of two primary aspects
of the program, and the emphasis that is made upon one or the other is con-
tingent upon -the severity of the situation to be treated.
In other words, it is the purpose of this article to describe not only how
the mandates of the law are given constructive legal expression, but more
definitely, how the principles and ideals affirmed by the law are given program
implementation appropriate to this special area of human concern.
First, on the legal side, the FEPC distinctly enjoins all parties involved
with employment to observe certain rules. Consequently, all of us are con-
cerned in this. Employers are not to bar or to discharge from employment
any individual because of race, religion, age, or national origin, granted of
course, that the individual shows the necessary qualifications to perform the
services required.1 Employers may not utilize employment agencies or any
employe referring source which serves only individuals who are of the pre-
dominantly same race, religion, age, or national origin. Likewise, employ-
ment agencies may not refuse to classify properly or refer applicants to job
opportunities for the reason that the person is of another race, religion, age
or national origin than those of the workers already retained.' Labor organi-
zations, similarly, are enjoined to provide full membership rights with all
privileges, regardless of a person's race, religion, age, or national origin.'
Finally, the individual himself seeking employment or having employment,
may not obstruct or prevent in any way the application of this law by those
1 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, § 955 (a) (1957).
2
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, § 955 (f) (1957).
3PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, § 955 (C) (1957).
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hiring and conducting business.' Employers, employes, labor organizations,
all alike, may not utilize advertisements or engage in employment interviews
or use application forms which elicit or specify in any manner, preference in
respect to race, religion, age, or national origin.'
The above does seem to belie the assertion that the FEPC is not a legal
operation altogether. The above stipulations would seem to invite little more
than a series of litigations to assure compliance with the law. On the con-
trary, there is something vastly more here. These words in Section 9 give
the key to the situation: "The Commission (FEPC) shall immediately en-
deavor to eliminate the unlawful employment practice complained of, by con-
ference, conciliation and persuasion." Also, Section 8 declares that the FEPC
is authorized to prepare a comprehensive educational program designed to
eliminate prejudice against various racial, religious and nationality groups in
the Commonwealth and to further good will.
This means that one of the first obligations of the FEPC on encountering
discrimination is to obtain solutions by cooperative and educational means
rather than by coercion. It means that enforcement by conciliation is the
primary function of the FEPC and that hearings, subpoenas and courts will
be used only as a last recourse to obtain compliance with the law.
Now, even if the Act did not particularize in this respect, and had omitted
these modified phrases, a wise FEPC administration would have made appli-
cation of the law on just such positive terms, because the nature of this prob-
lem is one that calls for action through joint effort rather than through two
diametrically opposing forces battling the issue by blow and counterblow
without respect to more intelligent alternatives.
When people encounter troubles because the principle of equal opportu-
nity in employment has been violated, these people become cases falling within
the responsibility of the FEPC. By presenting several cases to which the FEPC
has directed its attention, the character of the problem and the nature of the
treatment applied to its solution will be more fully illustrated.
1. Mrs. Wilhelfina Ernst,' attempted to secure employment in one of our
leading sewing plants. She charged that she was refused employment be-
cause of her race. The Field Representative assigned to the case conducted
a preliminary investigation and found that the applicant had completed train-
ing as a power machine operator and was referred, along with white employes,
4 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, § 955 (e) (1957).
5
PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 43, § 955 (b) (g) (1957).
6 The facts incident to the following cases are real-only the names are fictitious.
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by the Pennsylvania State Employment Service. The complainant was inter-
viewed, but not hired. All the white girls trained with the complainant and
referred at the same time were hired by the company in question. One of the
white trainees had received a lower grade in training than the complainant,
but was hired nevertheless.
During conferences with the respondent, the latter expressed concern
"about the problem of a Negro worker and her effect upon the other employes
and upon production." The respondent also stated that his personnel man-
ager had advised him that the complainant was over-sensitive and probably
would not make a good employe in this situation. A further check was made
upon the complainant's background. The instructress in the power machine
training course indicated that she was a dependable and cooperative individual
who got along with all others. In a further conference, the respondent ad-
mitted that he had probably discriminated and stated that he would, after
discussions with others in his organization, try hiring two Negro employes
together, believing that this might make the all around adjustment easier.
He was advised that the complainant's qualifications indicated that she should
have been hired at the time she was referred, and that 'her employment could
not wait the finding of another qualified employe. At this point, the re-
spondent stated that he would re-interview the complainant and make a de-
cision in regard to employing her following this interview. Soon thereafter,
the complainant advised the Field Representative that she had been called
to report to the company and that she had started work and added "the girls
are all nice to her and the floor lady said her work was very good."
2. Reginald Roberts, answered an ad for "welders, burners, machinists."
He reported for a personal interview as a result of telephone inquiry and
was told upon his appearance that the company wanted ten years experience
in blue print type burning. The complainant claimed the requirement was
set arbitrarily to bar Negroes. After careful checking it was established that
the complainant was a well considered and experienced welder who had re-
plied to the ad in good faith. His application, however, was taken and filed
away, with no action taken upon it. The same ad appeared again and again.
The applicant applied and was turned away. A review of the applications
of those who were successful in gaining employment in this instance showed
clearly that the work and job histories of the complainant were far superior
to those who had been accepted. Furthermore, the complainant's application
was not in evidence in the records of the company. In friendly conversations,
the Personnel Manager admitted that this applicant had not been dealt with
fairly and expressed the hope that he would present himself again for em-
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ployment at his plant. Appreciation was expressed over the manner in which
the provisions of the new law were interpreted.
3. Rebecca Cook hoped to be a teacher. Her application to a Joint School
Board ended in rejection which she charged was because of race. The com-
plainant advised, the Field Representative that the Placement Bureau of her
Teacher's College had informed her that the Joint School System in question
needed ten elementary teachers. She wrote the supervising principal and ob-
tained an appointment. During the interview she was led to believe that she
would be accepted. She received no definite word, or a final decision until
she received a letter from the principal, which read, in part: "I find that
there is a feeling on the part of some of our men that our school community
would not accept a Negro at this time. I am of 'the opinion that if I pressed
the matter strongly, that this point of view might be reconsidered." During
conferences between the supervising principal and our field representative,
the school authority acknowledged that he had written the letter and took
full responsibility for it. He said, however, that he was not fully aware of
the provisions of the Fair Employment Act and that he was ready to propose
to the Joint School Board that the provisions of the law should be lived up to,
and he was confident the Board would agree. He stated that he would wel-
come qualified Negro applicants; that if the complainant was still interested
in teaching, her chances for hire were good, as far as he was concerned. The
matter adjusted itself, however, because the complainant obtained a teaching
appointment elsewhere during the delay incident to the investigation. It was
further determined that the school system was using illegal application blanks
which were immediately corrected upon request of the Field Representative.
4. One of the most prolonged cases concerned a Gerald Regan who sought
appointment as a police officer in his community. He passed the Civil Service
examinations for the post but failed to get an appointment for reasons of race,
so he contended. Investigation brought out the fact that his appointment had
been negatived because, although the applicant was considered satisfactory, a
member of his family had been involved in several arrests. It was considered
inappropriate to make such a person a police officer, because his family associa-
tions might embarrass city authorities. Further investigation pointed up that
another member of the police force had been hired, although there had been a
background of law violation in his particular record. The complainant stated
that disregarding an adverse personal record of a white applicant, while con-
demning him solely on the basis of association with a family member charged
with legal improprieties, whether true or false, very strongly suggested the
presence of discrimination because of race. A check of the family member
1958.]
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who allegedly had been under arrest on some occasions revealed that the party
had been found "not guilty" and discharged in every instance. It was further-
more revealed that the family member with this record was known as a political
leader in the Negro community. In running for office he had been opposed
by candidates who succeeded to election, and who now had the power of de-
cision over the application of the complainant. The records of the County
Detective Bureau of Criminal Identifications and the County Court records on
the matter were scrutinized by the Field Representative carefully in ascertain-
ing facts on the case. The case was closed, however, when it was determined
that proper Civil Service procedures had been followed in the selection of the
person for the position open in the police department. A review of the Civil
Service test scores confirmed that the appointment had been technically proper.
In view of the confusion created in the Negro community by the conduct of
the Common Council in dealing with this case, the members of the Council indi-
cated their willingness to meet with representatives of the Negro community in
order to clarify the 'basis on which the council had made its determination.
5. Mrs. Beatrice Vandall applied for a position as bus girl in a restaurant
in response to a newspaper ad. The girls, who arrived at the restaurant before
the personnel office was open, were advised by a cashier that they should not
wait because the restaurant did not hire "their kind." When the complainant
asked what this meant, the cashier replied that the restaurant did not hire col-
ored bus girls. The Field Representative contacted the employment interviewer
at the restaurant and described the complaint. The employment interviewer
stated 'that someone had told her that two young girls had applied for work
shortly after 8 a. m. but that she did not know they were colored. She stated
that two experienced white girls, who had applied in response to the newspaper
ad, had been hired. She also stated that objections had been received from the
Hotel and Restaurant Workers Union because bus girls had not been sought
from the union, as required by contract.
The Field Representative then conferred with the restaurant manager who
stated that he had been advised of the incident by the employment interviewer.
He stated that the restaurant had a non-discriminatory policy, that he was sorry
the incident had occurred, and that the cashier, who had overstepped her author-
ity, would be reprimanded. The manager also reported that when openings
occur, referrals are made through the Union but that in this instance the
restaurant had decided to screen its own applicants since some of the girls
referred by the Union were not well qualified. The Field Representative in-
terviewed the cashier who has been in the employ of the restaurant since it
opened. She stated that her remarks to the Negro applicants were personal
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rather than because of company policy. She related that Negroes were em-
ployed in kitchen jobs only. She also reported that she had been reprimanded
by the manager and that he had scheduled a meeting of all employes because
of this incident. The Field Representative contacted the manager again and
requested that a letter of commitment be sent to the Commission relative to the
restaurant's employment policy. The manager sent such a letter. Since the
manager of the restaurant, who was not directly involved in the discriminatory
act, reprimanded the person making the discriminatory statement, also in-
structed his employes on employment policy, and directed that all applicants
for employment :be referred to the personnel office without comment, it was
recommended that this case be closed.
6. Agnies Earhart claimed that she had been released from employment
prematurely because of age discrimination. Investigation showed that the
employe was discharged from her position at the age of 60. Her record of
performance was not in question. In view of the fact, that the Act prohibits
discrimination against persons between 40 and 62, there was an appearance
of discrimination because of age. Further investigation revealed, however,
that the company proceeded on a bona fide pension plan which required a
minimum service of 15 years in order to secure a pension, and which also
stipulates 60 as the retirement age. Under the Law, service of employes may
be terminated at the time specified in the pension plan without being in vio-
lation. Although the party here lacked only a few months of fulfilling the
required minimum service of 15 years, it was still -permissible technically to
terminate her at age 60. Discrimination or unlawful practices could not be
established. Every effort was exhausted in the complainant's behalf to bring
about a voluntary adjustment and -to permit the complainant to continue at
her job until the 15 years required were fulfilled. The company did not alter
its policy of termination at 60 years, but made partial compensatory payment.
Cases are undertaken by the FEPC with the intent to protect the reputa-
tion of respondents accused falsely of discrimination, as much so as cases are
investigated to correct violations in behalf of the injured individual minority
workers. For example:
7. Boyd Chester claimed that he failed to obtain an attendant's job in
a hospital because of his race. After receiving assurances that he would be
employed, he alleged that when he called after several days, a white man had
been hired instead. The Field Representative interviewed a representative of
the respondent. The Personnel Officer was not present due to illness. It was
determined by examination of records that the white applicant was employed
for a different job than that applied for by the complainant. It was also
1958.]
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determined that the person employed instead of the camplainant was a Negro
and a former employe, just returned after serving a period of time in the armed
services. The Field Representative then conferred with the complainant who
admitted that his charges of discrimination were in error.
8. Shirley Jones filed a complaint that her application for a teacher post
had been refused because of her race. She believed that the superintendent
had not even presented her application to the school board for consideration.
She advised the Field Representative, who investigated -the matter, that two
elementary teachers were hired after she received a letter from the school
system in question, stating "vacancies for the current year have all been filled."
A review of the complainant's qualifications revealed that she possessed
a degree in elementary education from a teacher's college and also a Master's
degree. At the time of her application she had approximately nine year's ex-
perience in grades 5 and 6. The Field Representative in conference with the
respondent, discovered the following: that the respondent as Associate Super-
intendent, had jurisdiction over three public schools, which include one junior
high school, employing 13 teachers, twelve of which are colored; an ele-
mentary school employing seven Negro teachers and no white, and a township
elementary school employing six Negro teachers out of twenty-two. It
was further discovered that two Negro teachers had been hired during the
1956-57 school year. The respondent stated that his needs at the time of the
complainant's application were for experienced teachers for grades 2 and 3.
He further stated that in his review of the complainant's teaching background,
her greatest experience was in grades 5 and 6, and the teachers hired to fill
existing vacancies were better qualified for teaching grades 2 and 3 than the
complainant. This statement was borne out in a study of official records by
the Field Representative at the State Department of Pubic Instruction in Har-
risburg. The respondent continued by stating that "all things being equal,
I would select the Negro applicant in preference to whites because of limited
opportunity for transfer and assignment in that county afforded Negro teachers.
I believe they would remain longer and alleviate my manpower problem."
The respondent stated that he had expressed this view to a number of school
administrators in the County. The Field Representative again visited com-
plainant for the purpose of obtaining any further information relative to the
case. None was advanced. As investigation did not show discrimination
because of race in respondent's refusal to hire, the case was closed. The
handling of the case by the FEPC not only had the value of exonerating the
school authories in question and removing any stigma that might attach to
their record in this aspect, but also disabused the mind of the complainant of
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the inaccurate assumption of discrimination which was causing her to go around
in an unnecessarily bitter condition of mind.
The big question in connection with ,these cases and all cases handled by
the FEPC concerns what factors caused the most complaints, who were com-
plaints filed against and the total result of the case process. The following
5 charts provide interesting information on this question. Discrimination
because of color forms the largest single group of cases filed during the past
two years with the Commission. Of the total of 178 complaints filed by in-
dividuals:
74o charged discrimination because of color
16o because of age
6% because of religion, and
4% because of national origin
The following chart shows exactly how complaints were classified:
Number of Cases
Basis of Complaint Current Year All Years
Race or color ...................... 91 133
Religion ........................... 2 10
National origin or ancestry ............ 3 6
A ge .............................. 14 29
Other:
Discriminatory advertisements ..... 49 86
Unlawful application forms ....... 32 63
M iscellaneous .................. 5 13
TOTAL ...... ................. 196 340
Under the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practice Law complaints may
be filed against (1) employers of 12 or more persons, including state and
local government units; (2) employment agencies; (3) labor organizations
and (4) others who hinder compliance with the law. Complaints may be
filed by individuals or by the Commission itself.
During the past year 110 were filed by aggrieved individuals while the
remaining 86 were initiated by the Commission itself.
Newspapers are liable for the printing of "help wanted" advertisements
which violate the FEPC Law by stating a preference, limitation, specification
1958.]
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or discrimination based upon race, color, religion, ancestry, age or national
origin. Job application forms must not ask improper questions.
Here is a breakdown showing who was most often
criminating:


























The following table lists the specific type of discrimination charged in
all cases for the first and second year of operation:
Employer:
Refusal to hire ......
Dismissal ...........
Conditions of work ..
Illegal inquiry .......
Employment agency:
Refusal to serve ......











































T OTAL ...................................................... 340
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As in the previous year the Commission did not find it necessary to re-
sort to public hearings 'to settle any cases. However, a new adjustment tech,-
nique termed "Informal Hearing" was developed and used successfully in
three cases. The Informal Hearing is a confidential meeting in which one
or more Commissioners make a final attempt to adjust a case before recom-
mending a public hearing. This chart shows how the Commission judged
the 184 cases it closed during the past year.
Discrimination found and adjusted .............. 89 cases- 49%
Specific charge of discrimination not found ....... 64 cases- 35%
Lack of jurisdiction .......................... 17 cases- 9%
Case withdrawn or complainant failed to proceed ... 14 cases- 7%
TOTAL ................................... 184 cases-100%
The disposition of all cases to March 1, 1958, is reported in the follow-
ing chart. Separate figures are not listed separately for the current year be-
cause many cases carried over from the previous year were closed in the cur-
rent year, while a sizable number of cases filed in the current year were being
investigated or adjusted at the close of the current year.
Type of Discrimination Charged
Applica-
National tion Advertise-
Color Religion origin Age forms ments Other Totals
Finding:
Discrimination found and ad-
justed ................ 17 0 0 1 41 61 0 120
Specific charge of discrimi-
nation not found ....... 53 7 3 11 6 3 0 83
Lack of jurisdiction ....... 6 0 2 8 0 4 8 28
Case withdrawn or complain-
ant failed to proceed .... 11 0 1 4 1 0 4 21
Pending Commission action
or under investigation ... 46 3 0 5 15 18 1 88
TOTALS ........... 133 10 6 29 63 86 13 340
The investigative procedure which has been drawn to guide FEPC field
representatives in -the conduct of the work is contained in the appendix. In-
terpretations of the law and regulations which have been compiled in response
to specific situations encountered by the FEPC staff are also included in the
appendix.
We now come to a most challenging type of case. It is the corporate
case, the many in one or multiple case. Such a case may involve 100, even
1,000 aggrieved individuals within one case operation.
1958.1
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This is the type of case in which it is the relationship of the one seg-
ment of a community to another segment that causes the continuance of
discrimination. Discrimination is not always a deliberate, pre-meditated act
of defiance by any one business or institution; it sometimes issues from the
assumption of one element of the community that it dare not accept minority
people because another element will object. Many industries which would
find the placement of minority workers acceptable from their own point of
view do not proceed because of this relationship. It is possible to go into
a town from which not a single complaint has been filed with the FEPC, and
yet find that discrimination is practiced from one end of Main Street to the
other. What is to be done? The FEPC ;believes that this type of case de-
serves priority of attention.
Obviously, it would be absurd to file a complaint against a whole com-
munity. A city or town is an impersonal thing in spite of the authority vested
in a mayor or town cQuncil. Responsibility cannot be fixed on a major for
all the improprieties that occur throughout the community. Therefore,
rather than bringing charges against the community to no intelligent pur-
pose, some other approach has to be made. To deal with the situation, the
FEPC has formulated a community case plan.
The starting point of the community case usually lies with a "concerned
group" of people which requests the leadership of the FEPC in analyzing
the factors influencing the exclusion of minority people from employment
opportunities which are open to others. The "concerned group" from a
particular community advised the FEPC that opportunities for employment
of Negro high school graduates in the commercial field were almost non-
existent and that Negro adults although qualified were being denied em-
ployment by particular industries. The group alleged that there was a short-
age of clerical skills in the community but that qualified Negro commercial
graduates were forced to leave the community to find employment with the
federal government in Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, and fur-
ther, that when retail stores and public utilities advertised regularly for work-
ers, Negro and white high school graduates applied, but no Negroes were
hired in other than menial jobs.
In those instances where Negro adults charged discrimination 'by particu-
lar industries, complaints were filed, investigated and adjusted with the em-
ployment of the complainants. But no individual complaints were filed by




The Commission staff checked information received from the "concerned
group"; and when the pattern of discrimination was verified, a preliminary
assessment of attitudes about present and future job opportunities for mi-
nority individuals was made after informal interviews with various commu-
nity leaders.
The Commission staff then invited school officials including the Superin-
tendent of Schools, the local Chamber of Commerce Director and employment
agency representatives to a meeting at which the responsibility and jurisdiction of
the Commission were interpreted and the allegations of the "concerned group"
described. The cooperation of those present was requested to assist the Com-
mission in determining whether or not the attitudes of some citizens about
job opportunities constituted a real problem in the community and each par-
ticipant was asked to make recommendations for follow up.
Following this meeting, Commission staff conducted an extensive survey
of the community to determine characteristics of the population, facts on the
present and future work force, the employment needs and potential of the
area, the skills of minority group persons and the extent to which they were
being used. At the same time staff assigned to the project interviewed an
extended cross-section of the leaders from various religious, civic, social and
service groups in the community in an attempt to determine the influence of
custom and tradition on the employment of minority workers. The facts
gathered were then pieced together by staff and a proposed plan of action
outlined which, it is hoped, will lead to the formation of a permanent and
effective local Committee, or Advisory Council, to attack the problems.
Immediately, selected information which pinpointed specific problems in
the job opportunities picture was fed :back to certain community groups. The
"concerned group" was informed of the general findings of the survey with
particular emphasis on the following points:
1. Out of 11 Negro high school graduates, qualified by commercial train-
ing for clerical placement, none had been hired locally, although
a significant number of white students without such commercial
training had been placed in clerical jobs.
2. School officials had stated a non-discrimination policy in enrolling stu-
dents in various work training programs.
3. Employers, who cooperated with the schools in work training pro-
grams and used the school as a recruitment source, had expressed a
willingness to accept Negro students and graduates.
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4. Negro students who were eligible, scholastically, to participate in
work training programs had not registered, or had failed to obtain
parental consent.
5. Parents frequently lacked adequate information on high school course
requirements in helping their children select the proper subjects in
junior and senior high school.
6. Parents frequently failed to follow the progress of their children in
school by conferring with guidance counselors and teachers.
As a result of this feed-back the "concerned group" formed a special
committee to bring the survey findings to the attention of minority parents
and young people. Over a period of months this Committee invited parents
and other interested persons to meetings at which school representatives de-
scribed course requirements and the guidance and vocational programs avail-
able to students; employer representatives from public utilities, and retail
stores in the community described their employment procedures and the quali-
fications required of job applicants. Members of the Committee also formed
teams which visited the parents of all Negro youngsters in junior or senior
classes, interested in, or registered for, work training programs. These teams
described the work of the Committee and the project plan as it affected future
job opportunities.
During this same period, a joint meeting of the school administrators
and employers using the school in training and recruitment heard an inter-
pretation of the survey findings with particular emphasis on the waste of avail-
able skills and the concern of the Commission about this local community
problem which suggested past denial of opportunity to qualified persons.
Participants at this meeting were asked to cooperate so that all available skills
would be used in planning future employment and training needs and to
recommend additional steps for follow-up in the program. Similar reports
were made by staff at meetings arranged by the local Chamber of Commerce,
as well as to church groups, service clubs and welfare organizations over a
ten-month period.
When community feed-back was well along, Commission staff interviewed
key people in the community concerning the future of the job opportunities
program and asked -them to suggest the names of persons who might serve on
a local committee to coordinate this program. At the present time the forma-
tion of this Committee is underway. The immediate objective of this Com-
mittee will be to coordinate the school-employer training program so that all
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qualified students will have a chance to gain employment experience in 1958,
and to insure the full use of skills available in the graduating class of 1958,
by commercial and retail employers.
There already have been concrete results from this community case ef-
fort although the completion of such cases will always be indefinite. Concrete
results so far consist of the assignment of Negro students to "on the job train-
ing units" for the first time in the history of the community. It is the ex-
pectation that this precedent will clear the way for qualified candidates that
are graduated from the schools of the community in the years to come. Twenty
different communities have requested similar assistance from the FEPC. "Con-
cerned groups" in each of them have written or have sent delegates to Harris-
burg imploring the intercession of the FEPC in breaking the barriers which
have excluded minority people from the privileges and opportunities available
to others.
It is very significant that all the cases which have been presented, whether
the individual cases narrated in detail, or those contained in the case sum-
maries, or the community cases, have a certain common denominator. None
of them have ended in the courts, nor reached a point demanding formal liti-
gation. It may develop that some cases may yet require the use of enforce-
ment procedure, but thus far, the cases have been susceptible to solution by
conference and discussion. In other words, actual experience has revealed
that a program against discrimination and for integration is predominantly
of a social service character rather than being punitive or coercive in nature.
It might be assumed that the absence of court action and formal litiga-
tion is the result of weakness on the part of the FEPC administrators and that
the exercising of strength through enforcement has been neglected unwar-
rantably. It should be pointed out, however, that the Commission has fully
recognized its responsibility to proceed from a strong position. It has realized
that there is a tendency on the part of certain complainants, for example, to
withhold their charges, or even to withdraw them rather than make themselves
the object of scrutiny. Understandably, they do not like to be the "fall guy"
on record as being dissatisfied. They are inclined to believe that to do so may
result in further obstacles to their recognition and progress.
For this reason and others, the FEPC has employed the authority granted
by law to initiate complaints on its own cognizance. It has not been satisfied
to drop a situation of discrimination because an individual has not seen fit to
challenge the condition and to file and maintain formal charges. If the cir-
cumstances indicate the probability of discrimination, the Commission does
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proceed with its own investigation of the matter and is prepared to pursue the
issue to a just solution.
Section 9 provides the Commission upon its own initiative may make,
sign, and file a verified complaint against any person alleged to have com-
mitted an unlawful employment practice and thereafter proceed in investiga-
tion, conciliation, public hearing, filing of petition in court, etc.
Although the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practice Commission has
been functioning for a comparatively short time, only a year and a half, its
experience has shown that the power to initiate its own complaints is not only
effective but a distinct advantage in eliminating discriminatory practices.
Where a Commission, without initiatory powers and lacking a verified indi-
vidual complaint, may attempt to proceed with an "informal" investigation,
this Commission may, with full authority to enforce, if necessary, initiate a
complaint on the basis of evidence at hand.
About 50 percent of the cases filed to date have been Commission initiated,
and although 90 percent of these Commission initiated cases have involved
employment advertising and application form violations, the remaining 10
percent of cases initiated against employers aptly illustrates the value of the
Commission initiated complaint.
In one of these cases, a Field Representative received verbal allegations
from two Negro employes of a garment firm that the employer was segregat-
ing the work -force by placing Negroes only in one department, irrespective
of individual skills, but these employes would not submit complaints. While
investigating two other complaints against other garment firms in this same
community, the Field Representative learned that persons who had filed these
other complaints had also made application at the garment firm in question
for positions as power machine operators for which they had been trained.
It was established that this firm had been seeking such operators, had hired
white applicants with lower qualifications than two Negroes who had applied,
and further that this firm employed no Negroes in the power machine de-
partment. Since the persons who had been rejected as applicants at this firm
were complainants with verified complaints against other employers, it was
decided to act against this garment firm on a Commission initiated complaint.
It is observable, however, that the Commission initiated case, like the
individual or community case, has worked out on the basis of conference and
joint action, thus far. The lack of formal litigation and court action is not
for failure of the FEPC to exercise its authority, but, because the circumstances
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surrounding the particular cases, upon which the FEPC was called to act, have
not justified pressing for the ultimate by compulsion.
It is most important, however, to observe the fact that although these
cases have been adjusted by interview and conference, rather than by formal
litigation, this has occurred unmistakably because of the accountability factor
contained in the FEPC Law. There is no doubt, whatsoever, that without the
legal requirement that all responsible parties must account for their per-
formance in respect to employment policy and practice, the FEPC would not
be given the opportunity to effect a reconciliation of conflicting interests.
Busy executives naturally must give priorities to their primary work ob-
ligations. Unless such executives realize that they will be held to account
for any mistake and oversight in respect to the treatment of minority workers,
it is improbable that sufficient attention would be given to the attempt of the
FEPC to reach a constructive solution to the problem. By virtue of the law,
the FEPC has been given a respectful audience and has been able to make
adjustments at the Conference table or through informal interviews which
otherwise would not have taken place.
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LEGAL RULINGS RENDERED UNDER THE PENNSYLVANIA FAIR
EMPLOYMENT ACT t
Relationships of PFEPC With Other Agencies
Complaints-to what FEPC they should be filed, relationships between FEPC's
in investigating and conciliating such complaints
A complainant may file his complaint either with a city or the state Com-
mission, but once having chosen his forum he is forever bound thereby and
cannot thereafter change his mind.
Where a complaint is such that there is concurrent jurisdiction in either
the city or the state, the complainant will be advised of his right to file with
either agency, but every effort will be made to have the city carry this work-
load if at all possible. In any such case if the respondent maintains branch
offices in other sections of the state, an effort will be made to have the case
handled by the state.
Complaints in which only the state may assume jurisdiction-e.g., those
dealing with age or those filed by state employes-will be handled by the
state alone but with full knowledge to and clearance with the city agency.
This would mean that the state will keep the city fully informed on all aspects
of the investigation, findings and efforts to conciliate. At the same time, the
city will make available to the state any information which it has on hand
concerning the particular respondent. (August 6, 1956.)
Authority to investigate complaints-City FEPC's v, PFEPC
The Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations has the right to "in-
vestigate" even though it may not actually handle complaints dealing with
teachers in the Philadelphia School System. It could therefore properly look
into the matter of possible discrimination in teacher placement, district boun-
daries, etc. dealing with the public schools of Philadelphia. This is quite
different from actual complaints registered and filed officially by individuals
against the school system. The latter could be handled only by the state
Commission. (September 13, 1956.)
Disclosing information about complaint cases to city FEPC's
Disclosure of the names of the parties in any case about to be instituted
or pending before either Commission (the state FEPC or municipal FEPC)
t Only a partial list of P.F.E.P.C. rulings is given here. A complete compiliation is prepared




may properly be made to the other Commission, without violating the pro-
visions of the law. (January 18, 1957.)
Referring complaints to federal agencies
Regarding complaints filed with the state Commission by federal em-
ployes, it would be improper for the state Commission to accept such com-
plaints and refer them to the federal agency involved.
On the other hand, the state FEPC should be very willing, when such
complaints are brought to its attention, to direct the complainants to the ap-
propriate agency within the federal government, usually the United States
Civil Service Commission. (October 6, 1956.)
Relationship of state and city FEPC's in carrying out educational programs
Concerning educational programs initiated by the state FEPC while it
would be illegal to "delegate" authority to the local agency to carry out the
state program, or to provide financial assistance to the city agency to do so,
nevertheless such programs will be presented jointly by both the city and the
state, if at all possible. (August 6, 1956.)
Parties Subject to the FEP Act
Employers
Private Camps and resorts
Probably each unit would have to be evaluated in terms of its actual
composition, but it is clear that such camps are employers and the provisions
of the Act would apply to them unless they would qualify as exempt under
section 4(b) of the Act which defines the term "employer." Obviously, if
less than 12 persons are employed at the camp, the Act would not apply.
Also, if the camp is clearly a corporation or association, which is religious,
fraternal, charitable or sectarian, and which is not supported by governmental
appropriations, it would be exempt from the provisions of the Act. (Janu-
ary 16, 1957.)
Fraternities, colleges or universities hiring housemothers
Concerning the liability of colleges and universities or fraternities in the
hiring of housemothers, housemothers serving these fraternities are exempted
under the provisions of our Act. They are individuals "in the domestic serv-
ice of" another person within the definition as set forth in section 4(c) of the
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Act. The exemption applies where such housemothers are employed directly
by the fraternity or through the medium of the university. In such case, the
university could not be considered as a placement or employment bureau but
rather as an agent for the fraternity to employ this one person. (November
14, 1956.)
Branches of chain stores
Even though a local store engages less than 12 employes, it is subject to
the jurisdiction of the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practice Act if such
local store is part of a group of chain stores, all of which are subject to the
direction and control of a parent corporation or organization. (June 24, 1957.)
Salesmen hiring assistants
Where an agent who works on a commission basis as a salesman enters
a community and personally engages a group of assistants, less than 12 in
number, to help him sell his company's product, the Commission would not
have jurisdiction if the salesman's act of hiring assistants were his own idea
without his company's knowledge and where such salesman will pay such
assistants out of his own personal earnings. On the other hand, if such plan
forms part of the orders given to the salesman by his company, and if such
assistants will be paid by the company and not by the salesman individually,
the Commission would have jurisdiction and could properly handle any com-
plaints. (June 24, 1957.)
Parties not subject to any of the provisions of the Act
Regarding a religious organization advertising for "white employes",
any exempt individual firm or organization-for example, an employer of
less than 12, a religious organization or a charitable organization-is not bound
by any of the provisions of the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practice Act.
(December 13, 1956.)
Employment Agencies
Placement bureaus of schools and colleges in and out of Pennsylvania
Regarding the jurisdiction of the state Commission over the placement
bureaus of schools and colleges, the Commission does have jurisdiction over
such agencies under the provisions of the Act. The definition of "employ-




It follows that any college placement bureau which is recruiting per-
sonnel within Pennsylvania, but which is located outside of Pennsylvania, would
likewise be subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. (October 10, 1956.)
Employes
Hired out of state
Regarding the jurisdiction of the state FEPC over a complainant who
works on a train that passes through Pennsylvania, but who contracted for
employment outside of the state, the state Commission would not have juris-
diction to process such a complaint since the contract of employment was con-
sumated in Baltimore, Maryland. (December 13, 1956.)
National Guard employes
Concerning the National Guard of Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania FEPC
law would apply to all employes thereof except for enlisted men because the
latter are drafted according to Acts of Congress. (July 18, 1956.)
Pre-Employment Inquiries
Unlawful
Name, address, relationship of relatives
An application-for-employment form would be considered contrary to the
provisions of the Pennsylvania FEP Act if it contained: Name of "Near Rela-
tives" and "The Relationship and Address" of such near relative. (November
26, 1956.)
Father's and Mother's name
Two questions under "PERSONAL INFORMATION" which are con-
sidered improper under the provisions of the Pennsylvania Fair Employment
Practice Act are "FATHER'S FULL NAME" and "MOTHER'S NAME".
(October 24, 1956.)
Relationship of person to be notified in emergency
While it is proper to request the name, address and telephone number
of the person to be notified in the event of an emergency or accident, it is con-
sidered improper to ask what the relationship of such person is to the appli-
cant. (January 28, 1957.)
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Technical or professional organizations
The Commission considers improper the pre-employment question, "What
technical or professional organizations do you belong to?" Worded that way,
it is conceivable that an applicant would reveal his religion, nationality back-
ground or color. However the question could properly be set forth somewhat
as follows: "List those technical or professional organizations to which you
belong which you feel will be an asset to you in this position. (Do not list
any group which may reveal your race, religion or national origin.)" (Aug-
ust 17, 1956.)
Employer writing for birth certificate
An employer who writes to the Bureau of Vital Statistics for a copy of
a prospective employe's birth certificate prior to employment, is violating the
provisions of section 5 of the Act. (September 18, 1956.)
Lawful
Required by federal agencies
Regarding the requiring of applicants from foreign countries to answer
questions required by the U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. This
may be done without any violations of the terms of the Pennsylvania Fair
Employment Practice Act because it is a procedure prescribed by federal law




Regarding the pre-employment application question: "Are you under 21
years of age?" It is obvious that the question is intended to elicit information
which will permit a company to conform with the child labor laws. Such
question is not contrary to the provisions of the Pennsylvania Fair Employ-
ment Practice Act. (September 28, 1956.)
Birth Certificate
It is not improper to state on an application form that birth certificates
would be required, provided that it also is clearly stated that such certificates





A request for the occupations of relatives of the applicant would not be
considered improper. (September 13, 1956.)
Correction of pre-employment forms
Correcting application-for-employment blanks
Regarding an offer to correct application blanks by overprinting the state-
ment, "To conform with the Pennsylvania law against discrimination, ignore
all questions relating to race, color, religious creed, ancestry, or national origin,"
the Commission believes it is improper to retain questions on an application
form which are contrary to the provisions of the Pennsylvania Fair Employ-
ment Practice Act. The suggestion of a statement overprinted on such appli-
cation form does not therefore meet with approval.
If a company has on hand a large number of forms and desires to use
them, it is suggested that the illegal questions thereon be blocked out. (July
3, 1956.)
Correcting request for photo
The request for a photograph on an application-for-employment form is
contrary to the provisions of the Pennsylvania Fair Employment Practice Act
even though the form says, "This may be omitted if state or federal laws do
not permit." (September 28, 1956.)
An application form with a space in the upper right-hand corner for a
photograph, in which is printed in bold type: "Photograph Not Required Until
After a Person Is Employed," is legal and not contrary to the provisions of
section 5 of the Act. (June 21, 1957.)
Disclosing information about complaint cases
The Act prohibits the Commission from disclosing the identity of any
party, whether a private employer or the state, after a case has been dismissed
or satisfactorily adjusted. The Commission may publish the facts in such
cases to show how the Act is bringing good results, .but it cannot disclose the
identity of the parties involved. (September 18, 1956.)
Prior to the actual dismissal of a case, or prior to the time that it is marked
"satisfactorily adjusted," it is improper for personnel of the Commission to
reveal minute details of what has transpired to representatives of a civic or-
ganization or to any other third person, even though the third person may have
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brought the case to the attention of the Commission. During this period,
only general information and no specific details or names should be disclosed.
In the same connection, the complainant must be interviewed privately in
the first instance. This should not be accomplished in the presence of any
third person. (June 24, 1957.)
Advising employers as to their rights to discharge employes
Under no circumstances should the Commission advise any employer
that he has the right to discharge an employe. If, as a result of unwarranted
action of an employe, an employer in fact does discharge him, the Commission
should act only if the said employe files a complaint claiming that he was
wrongfully discharged under the FEP Act (January 15, 1957.)
Bona fide retirement plans
A bona fide plan of retirement which has been approved for federal tax
deductions under section 401 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is not
contrary to the provisions of the Fair Employment Practice Act even though
the retirement age set by the employer is less than 62. This principle will be
followed whether the retirement is voluntary or because of disability. (July
18, 1956.)
Non-discrimination clauses in state contracts
There are several state laws on non-discrimination in effect which require
that every contract for the construction, alteration or repair of public build-
ings and public works "shall contain a provision 'by which the contractor
agrees that in hiring employes for the performance of work under this con-
tract or any sub-contract hereunder, no contractor, sub-contractor . . . shall by
reason of race, creed or color, discriminate against any citizen of the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania who is qualified and available to perform this work
to which the employment relates."
A few, although not all, of these Acts are as follows: Act of May 4, 1947,
P. L. 519, section 1321; Act of July 18, 1935, P. L. 1173, section ; Act
of March 10, 1949, P. L. 30, article VIII, section 755 (dealing with contracts
for or on 'behalf of any school district).
Counsel for the Commission stated:
"I know of no law which requires such a non-discrimination clause in
other kinds of state contracts, for example, for the purchase of personal prop-
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erty, etc. I do not believe that we as a Commission would have the legal right
to require all state agencies to include such a clause in these latter types of
cases. New laws would be required similar to the ones cited above." (Jan-
uary 15, 1957.)
Post-employment inquiries
The Commission has taken the position that under Section 5 of the Penn-
sylvania Fair Employment Practice Act, only pre-employment inquiries are pro-
hibited. In other words, an employer may properly ask and make a record
of the race, religion or national origin of employes once they are engaged by
him.
Nevertheless, the Commission makes an effort to reason with the agency
involved, especially where it is a state agency, to ask that it voluntarily dis-
continue such inquiries, especially where such information is evidently not
needed and irrelevant. (October 30, 1956.)
Employment-when it begins
In the usual case between private employer and employe, the contract of
employment is deemed to be consumated as soon as there is an agreement be-
tween them that the applicant is to begin work and not necessarily when the
applicant actually starts to work. (July 27, 1956.)
Religious objection to working on Saturday
The refusal of an employer to engage or to retain an employe who is
unwilling to work on Saturday for religious reasons, where work on Saturday
is a bona fide occupational qualification, is not unlawful employment practice
and the Commission may not therefore insist that said employer should cease
and desist from such employment practice. It is the common practice, how-
ever, that in these cases, the FEPC field representatives should make every ef-
fort possible to induce the employer to voluntarily adjust his schedules, if at
all possible, so as to retain such employes, and require them to work on Sunday
instead. (June 24, 1957.)
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